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UMA

We are mesmerised by the geometric patterns and pastel colours of this collection by Jose Garcia at Kumen Hair

in Spain. Such a sense of dynamic movement yet fragile beauty... study it. Love it! Read about the concept HERE
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CWTV21

Here we go! The best colour brands, the latest
innovations and new directions for colour on your
screen soon. Shows and demos by Jack Howard,
Siobhan Jones, Ashleigh Hodges and Tom Connell,
Nikita Fisher, James Earnshaw, Zoe Irwin, teams from
our sponsors, hosts including John Vial, Casey
Coleman, John Spanton, Carolyn Newman... and
many many more. A few tickets remain to join the live
studio audience... or watch online from 27th June...
Bliss! Click for info HERE

SWEET... OR SPICY?

A NEW e-cookbook has 47 recipes from BIG
NAMES across hair, beauty, barbering, nails, and
makeup. It's for the Hair & Beauty Charity, and
includes fab feisty food from renowned names like
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CAN YOU CUT IT? 

We are thrilled to see the International Precision
Cutting Championships back even BIGGER for 2021.
Enter free, online using a doll head to show your best
cut. Enter by June 20th - it's a no-brainer. Anyone
with cutting skills is in with a chance to scoop a fab
trophy and prize. Click for entry info HERE

THE BLACK ISSUE

Wow! The Summer edition of Tribu-te magazine is out
and we're impressed. Tackling the issue of being a
Black hairdresser, the need for more support
for working with Black hair, this is a hard-hitting yet
super uplifting edition of the mag. Bravo to all who
created it. Find out more, and order your copy HERE

Sam McKnight, Errol Douglas MBE, Ruby Hammer
MBE, Richard Ward, Nichola Joss, Andrew Barton...
and more. For info, click HERE

CUT!

Jumping on your socials you can't fail to spot the
massive chat about the return of the mullet. Not
sure we're totes convinced it's all that popular, but
liking this take on the vibe from Jules Tognini. To see
his choppy collection, click HERE

SCREEN CALL

Trevor Sorbie revealing how to be better in your
screen presentations. It's a must-listen! The man has
soooooo much to share. Click HERE
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ARE YOU ON IT?

Jack Howard, Harriet Stokes, Zoe Irwin, Siobhan Jones, Jo McKay, Ashleigh Hodges, John Spanton, Nikita Fisher,

Carolyn Newman, Tom Connell, Charlotte Cave, John Vial, the Fellowship Colour Project and brands L'Oréal

Professionnel, Kevin.Murphy, Aveda, Davines, Joico, Pulp Riot, Keune... with innovation from Vish, ghd

Professional, Hairstory, Foil Me and sustainability partners Green Salon Collective. Join colourworld.tv it's FREE!

Email to sign up for a reminder HERE
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